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These Release Notes accompany Oracle Express Server Release 6.3.0.1 for 
HP 9000 Series HP-UX. They contain the following topics:

■ Product Enhancements

■ Hardware and Software Requirements

■ Installation Notes

■ Express Server Helpful Hints

■ Express Instance Manager

■ Express Administrator

■ Express Relational Access Manager

■ Known Problems

Product Enhancements
Express Server 6.3.0.1 includes many important new features and 
performance enhancements.  Detailed information regarding new features 
can be found in the Express Language, Express Instance Manager, and 
Relational Access Administrator help systems.

Product enhancements include:

■ General performance improvements.

■ Reduced growth of database size when one writer and many readers 
are working with the same databases, as is often the case in applications 
such as Oracle Financial Analyzer.

■ Support for distributing paging files (EXPTEMP files) across multiple 
drives.  This helps to eliminate I/O bottlenecks on paging files.  This is 
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important when  applications allow users to change data values (for 
example, what-if and budgeting applications) and when Express 
Relational Access Manager is used to access data in a relational 
database.

■ New statistical commands, including CATEGORIZE, CORRELATION, 
PERCENTAGE, SMOOTH, RANK, and MODE .

■ A new high performance aggregate management system.  The 
AGGREGRATE command can be used to presummarize and store data 
and to calculate summary level data on the fly.

■ A new forecasting system that offers many new forecasting options  
(see the FCEXEC, FCQUERY, FCSET, FCOPEN, and FCCLOSE 
commands in Express Language Help).

■ NATRIGGER property that offers a more efficient method to execute 
formulas or programs when a data point has an NA value (see the 
PROPERTY command in Express Language Help).

■ EIF file partitioning that allows export of more than 2 GB of data with a 
single EXPORT command.

■ Unix SNAPI (clients) that allows UNIX services and applications to act 
as clients to Express Server.

■ Support for UNIX MODE file permissions that eliminates the 
requirement to use access control lists (ACLs).  (Support for ACLs 
remains available as an option.)

■ Support for CSV files with the IMPORT (to Worksheet) command (see 
the IMPORT (WKS) command in Express Language Help).

■ Express Instance Manager which replaces Express Service Manager, 
Express Configuration Manager, and Express Session Manager.

■ Relational Access Manager enhancements, including:

■ Significant performance improvements to build/update processing, 
particularly in the case of complex Express data models

■ Support for processing only changed dimension values during a 
general maintenance procedure (build/update)

 Hardware and Software Requirements
HP-UX version 11.0 or later is required to run Oracle Express Server. Verify 
that your system meets or exceeds the following hardware requirements:

Hardware Requirement

CPU 100 MHz
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Installation Notes

Oracle Home Directories

Express Server 6.3.0 uses the Oracle Universal Installer to install Express 
Server and related components.  The Oracle Universal Installer supports 
multiple Oracle Home directories.  This means that there can be multiple 
directories, each containing separate sets of installed Oracle products.  
Before installing Express Server, it is recommended that you read about 
Oracle Home directories in the Express Server Installation and Configuration 
Guide for HP 9000 Series HP-UX.

Running Express Instance Manager from a Browser The Express Installation and 
Configuration Guide states that EIM_WEBSTAGE.ZIP, a file needed to 
configure Express Instance Manager to be run from a browser, is installed in 
the directory $ORACLE_HOME/olap/oes630/eim_webstage.  This is not 
correct.  EIM_WEBSTAGE is not installed. It must be copied from the 
EIM_WEBSTAGE directory on the Express Server CD-ROM.

It is possible to configure Oracle Enterprise Manager so that the Oracle 
Enterprise Manager Console is run from a browser.  When Oracle 
Enterprise Manager is run from a browser, Express Instance Manager 
cannot be launched from that session of Oracle Enterprise Manager’s 
Console.

Deinstalling Express Server 6.3.0

Before deinstalling Express Server 6.3.0, you must stop all Express Server 
6.3.0 instances, Express Agent, and, if running, the Name Factory.  Methods 
for stopping these services are listed in the following chart:

Memory 128 MB

Swap space 256 MB

To Stop . . .           Use . . .

Express Server 6.3.0 Express Instance Manager

Express Agent, on NT NT Service Manager

Express Agent, on 
UNIX

The express.sh script with stop argument 
(e.g., express stop).  The express 
script is in the olap/bin directory.

Hardware Requirement
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Migration Notes

Migrating from Express Server 5 General Express Server issues include:

■ In order to use a database that was created from version of Express 5, 
you must first EXPORT the contents of the database to an EIF file, then 
IMPORT the data into a new database file created by Express Server 6.3.  
Programs can then be recompiled and stripped if appropriate.

■ Express 5 uses the OEM character set while Express 6 uses the ANSI 
character set.  If your data contains characters in the upper 128, you 
may need to set up a translation table before you export your data to an 
EIF file.  See Configuring for Single Byte Characters (ESCODEPG.PDF 
on the Express Client CD) for more details. 

Migration issues specific to Relational Access Manager include:

■ When logging into the relational database using Relational Access 
Administrator 6.3.0 for the first time, Relational Access Administrator 
will automatically upgrade the Relational Access Manager repository if 
one already exists.  As a result:

■ In order for Relational Access Administrator to upgrade the 
repository, the owner of the Relational Access Manager repository 
must have CREATE VIEW privilege.  If you are using an Oracle 
database, you must also have CREATE SEQUENCE privilege.

■ Once the Relational Access Manager repository is upgraded to 
version 6.3.0, it cannot be used with older versions of Relational 
Access Manager.  If you need to run multiple versions of Relational 
Access Manager, copy all objects in the current Relational Access 
Manager repository to a new schema (i.e., a new user id) and 
upgrade that version for use with Express Server 6.3.0.  (If you are 
using Oracle, the most convenient method of copying the 
repository is to export the repository and then import it into the 
new schema.)

Migrations issues specific to Express Administrator include:

■ Appendix C of the Oracle Express Database Administration Guide 
discusses issues related to upgrading from previous versions of Express 
Server and Express Administrator.  It is recommended that you read 

Name Factory, on NT Windows Task Manager.

Name Factory, on 
UNIX

UNIX kill command to kill the process 
named CosNamingExtFactory.

To Stop . . .           Use . . .
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this appendix before upgrading your databases if you use Express 
Administrator to administer your databases.

■ If you will be upgrading your data databases from a previous 6.x 
version of Express, you should open and then save each of them under 
Oracle Express Administrator, so that meta data can be upgraded. The 
upgrade will occur automatically when you open the database.

■ If you will be upgrading your data databases from a 5.x version of 
Express, you must follow the instructions outlined in Appendix C of 
the Oracle Express Database Administration Guide. If you do not follow 
those instructions, you will encounter problems using these databases 
with Oracle Express Objects version 2.2 and Oracle Express Analyzer 
version 2.2.

Migration issues specific to Express Batch Manager include:

■ Jobs scheduled to run using Express Batch Manager are stored in the 
database file DSBTDATA.db.  If you wish to use jobs defined using 
Express Batch Manager 6.2.x with Express Server 6.3, you must:

1. Stop the instance of Express Server 6.3.0, if it is currently running.

2. Overwrite the copy of DSBTDATA.db installed by Express Server 
6.3 (in the olap/btm630/service directory) with the copy of 
dsdbdata.db used by Express Server 6.2 (from the 
olap/btm620/service directory).

Migrating from Express Server 6.x If you are upgrading from a previous 6.x 
version of Express Server, exporting your current database and importing it 
into a new database created with Express 6.3 is highly recommended, but 
not required.  The export-import procedure will optimize your Express 
database by creating a new database with optimized data storage.

Appendix C of the Oracle Express Database Administration Guide discusses 
issues related to upgrading from previous versions of Express Server and 
Express Administrator.  It is recommended that you read this appendix 
before upgrading your databases.

Express Server Helpful Hints

Aggregating Data: AGGREGATE Command vs. ROLLUP Command The ROLLUP 
command is the primary method of aggregating data in Express Server 6.2 
(and earlier versions).  In Express Server 6.3, the new AGGREGATE 
command can be used to aggregate data.  The AGGREGATE command is 
usually much more efficient than ROLLUP.  In addition, the AGGREGATE 
command can be used to aggregate data at runtime.  This eliminates the 
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need to presummarize the entire database, as is required in Express Server 
6.2 and earlier versions.  See Express Language help for more information.

AGGREGATE and Conjoint Dimensions As stated in the Express Language 
Reference, conjoint dimensions cannot be used in the definition of an 
aggregation map object.  Composite dimensions must be used instead.  If a 
conjoint dimension is included in the definition of an aggregation map 
object, compiling the aggregation map object will fail and an error message 
which does not accurately describe the problem might be displayed (e.g., 
the message might state that a relation is stated more than once in the 
definition of the aggregation map).

If your database contains conjoint dimensions and you wish to use 
AGGREGATE, you must change the definition of the conjoint dimension to a 
composite dimension before the aggregation map is defined.  To do this, use 
the CHGDFN command.  E.g.:

CHGDFN <conjoint name> COMPOSITE

AGGREGATE and Relational Access Manager Databases Database built by 
Express Relational Access Manager use conjoint dimensions.  If you wish to 
your AGGREGATE with a Relational Access Manager database, you must 
redefine conjoint dimensions to composite dimensions before aggregating 
data.  You must also redefine the composite dimensions back to conjoint 
dimensions after aggregating data.  E.g.,

CHGDFN <composite name> DIMENSION

AGGREGATE is Optimized for BTREE Index The AGGREGATE command is 
optimized for composite dimensions that use the BTREE index method.  If 
your composite dimension uses a HASH index, you should consider 
redefining it to use a BTREE index.  To see what type of index a composite 
dimension uses the OBJ function. E.g.,

SHOW OBJ(BTREE ’<composite name>’)

Allocating Memory to Express Server Express Server’s PageBufferCount 
determines how much memory Express Server allocates for its own use.  
Setting PageBufferCount too small can cause performance problems.  
Setting PageBufferCount too high can cause operational problems such 
as the inability of one or more instances of Express Server to initialize, the 
inability of additional Express clients to connect to the server, and client 
session abends (segmentation violations) when attempting an SQL 
connection to an Oracle RDBMS.  Please see the Oracle Express Installation 
and Configuration Guide for a more complete discussion of this topic.

Accessing Event Logs Express Server stores informational messages and 
error messages in event logs.  Event logs can be viewed using Express 
 6



Instance Manager’s Log sheet.  Event logs are available for Express Server 
and Express Server Agent.

Accessing Files Across NFS In order for Express Server to access files and 
databases on NFS mounts, you must enable root access across NFS.

New Restriction on INPLACE Databases must now be opened in exclusive 
mode if operations are to be performed on INPLACE variables. If you use 
INPLACE variables in your Express applications, please consult the 
technical note “Using In-Place Variables” for a complete discussion.

Working with Oracle Reports If you are using Oracle Reports to access data 
from Express Server, see the Oracle Reports installation notes for important 
NLS settings.

Oracle Database Aliases The Express Server 6.3.0.0 OCI module is linked 
with Oracle 8.1.5 Oracle Call Interface (OCI) modules.  Therefore, it is best 
to use Oracle Net8 version 8.1.5 (or higher) with Express.  Oracle Net8 is 
automatically installed when you choose Express Server's Typical 
installation option.

Because the Oracle Universal Installer supports multiple Oracle Home 
directories, it is possible to have more than one version of Oracle Net8 
installed on your computer.  Express Server will find the copy of Oracle 
Net8 that is installed in the Express Server's Oracle Home directory.  
Express Server will not find other copies of Oracle Net8.  Therefore:

■ You must create database aliases using the copy of Oracle Net8 that is 
installed in your Express Server's Oracle Home directory.  This will 
cause the definition of the database alias to be written to the copy of 
TNSNAMES.ORA in Express Server's Oracle Home directory.  Running 
Net8 Easy Config can do this from the program group representing 
Express Server's Oracle Home.

■ You must switch from the current Oracle Home directory to the Express 
Server's Oracle Home before connecting to an Oracle database.  This 
will allow Express Server to find the correct TNSNAMES.ORA file.  To 
switch, use the Home Selector in the Oracle Installation Products 
program group.

Known Problems

Aggregation Functions When Used With Composites If you limit the base 
dimensions of a composite in such a way that none of the existing 
combinations of values in the composite are in status, the aggregation 
functions will return NA in situations where a value might be expected.  
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This problem affects the following aggregation functions; ANY, EVERY and 
NONE. 

Very Low Memory Condition Under very low memory conditions, Express 
Server can get stuck in a tight loop looking for available pages, so that no 
useful work is being done by any of the running clients.  This condition is 
characterized by a single thread (the "Collector" thread) running at 100% on 
its CPU, with the other threads in a wait state and getting no CPU at all.  To 
remedy this, the administrator should: 

1. Increase the number of pages allocated to the Paging Manager 
(PageBufferCount setting in Express Instance Manager’s Database 
Paging Management  sheet.) 

2. Decrease the "High Water Mark" for the Collector thread 
(FreePageHighCount setting in Express Instance Manager’s Database 
Paging Management  sheet.) 

If changing these setting leads to extensive paging at the OS level, the 
recourse is to add more memory or lower the user count. This problem will 
be addressed in the next version of Express Server.

Sparse Looping in Models When a solution variable for a model contains 
sparse dimensions (that is, when the variable uses a composite) that are not 
listed in the model's DIMENSION statement, Express loops over the solution 
variable using the dimension-value combinations of the composite rather 
than the values of the base dimensions. In this case, when Express solves 
the model, it assigns new values only to the dimension-value combination 
originally in the composite; it does not create or store new dimension-value 
combinations for the variable.  

This default looping behavior may result in lost data if both the source and 
target variables of a model have sparse dimensions, but use different 
composites to manage sparsity. Assume, for example, that the source 
composite contains dimension-value combinations that do not occur in the 
pre-solution target composite. In this case, the new values are not 
propagated to the target; they are ignored.  

To ensure that all values are propagated to the target, the model must loop 
over the values of the base dimensions of the solution variable rather than 
the dimension-value combinations of solution variable's composite. 

Formerly, specifying ACROSS with the source expression's composite would 
have this effect; unfortunately, there were other undesirable side effects. 
Consequently the use of ACROSS in model equations was prohibited being 
in Express Server 6.2.

To cause a model that has a solution variable with sparse dimensions to 
loop over all the values of the base dimensions, specify all of the 
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composite’s base dimensions in the model’s DIMENSION statement. In this 
way, you can ensure that all values are propagated to the target when the 
model is solved.

Using an RDBMS Data Source: Handling Non-default Decimal and Thousands 
Characters in Oracle RDBMS When Express Server loads data from a 
relational database, it expects that both Express Server and the relational 
database use the same characters as thousands and decimal separators.  If 
Express Server and the relational database do not use the same characters, 
Express can misinterpret data values fetched from the relational database.

Express Server, Oracle8, and Oracle7 by default expect a period (.) for the 
decimal character and a comma (,) for the thousands character. These values 
are often changed for localization and for some financial applications.  

If you are using Express Relational Access Manager to fetch data from a 
relational database, Relational Access Manager will automatically set 
Express Server’s thousands and decimal characters correctly.  If you are not 
using Express Relational Access Manager, you must set thousands and 
decimal characters in your application.

For data to be copied from Express to an Oracle relational database 
correctly, both databases must use the default values for the decimal 
character and thousands character. Be sure that the settings are correct for 
any Express session in which you use a decimal expression in the following 
commands:

SQL INSERT. . . VALUES expression

SQL UPDATE. . . SET expression WHERE expression

SQL SELECT. . . WHERE expression

If the Oracle relational database has 
this setting . . .

Then Express must have these 
settings:

NLS_NUMERIC_CHARACTERS 
= ’.,’

DECIMALCHAR = ’.’

THOUSANDSCHAR = ’,’

NLS_NUMERIC_CHARACTERS 
= ’,.’

DECIMALCHAR = ’,’

THOUSANDSCHAR = ’.’
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The decimal and thousands characters must be set as follows:

To change the Express settings, issue the following commands.

DECIMALCHAR = ’.’

THOUSANDSCHAR = ’,’

To change the Oracle8 or Oracle7 setting, issue this command from Express.

sql alter session set nls_numeric_characters = ’.,’

Selecting Data from Oracle 7.3 CHARACTER Data Types When selecting data of 
CHARACTOR data type from an Oracle 7.3 database on HP-UX, data will be 
returned to Express Server with spaces padded to the end of the text string. 
Due to this problem, Express Server cannot be used with this data source.

If you need to use Express Server with Oracle 7.3 on HP-UX,  check with 
Oracle Worldwide Support for the availability of a patch to Oracle Call 
Interface.  Reference problem number 1030038.

Sharing Sessions Between SNAPI and XCA Connections Sharing sessions 
between SNAPI and XCA connections was designed to debug programs 
that run through SNAPI.  The procedures for this method of debugging are 
described in Chapter 4 of the Express Language Programming Guide.  Any 
other use of this feature may cause unpredictable results and may lead to 
server crashes.

DATABASE VALIDATE Command When you use the VALIDATE keyword 
with the DATABASE command, issue the command immediately after 
attaching the database. Otherwise, results are not reliable.

Return Values for the RANK Function The RANK function computes the rank of 
values in a numeric expression.  The Express Language Reference 
incorrectly documents the order of ranked values as being first (e.g., ’1’) to 
lowest (e.g., ’10’).  The RANK command returns values in order of lowest to 
highest.

Oracle Relational Database Setting Express Settings

NLS_NUMERIC_CHARACTERS = 
’.,’

DECIMALCHAR = ’.’

THOUSANDSCHAR = ’,’
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Express Instance Manager

Startup Parameter Tips

Several startup parameters to Express Instance Manager are provided. The  
startup parameters are described in the Oracle Express Server Installation and 
Configuration Guide, Chapter 4, Administering Express Server. The 
following additional information may be useful in deciding how to 
establish Express Server parameters on your system:

■ The startup parameter file is eim.properties, which resides in the 
directory $ORACLE_HOME/olap. 

■ Each line can have only 1 property. 

■ Each property Name value pair is separated by an ’=’ 

The startup parameter configuration settings are:

■ DebugLevel   This parameter value must be one of 
PROD/DBG/VDBG - this reflects the level of detail written to the 
debug log file.

■ DebugToLogFile  This can have either true or false values only, 
with the default being true.  This option decides whether the 
output from the Debug statements in the Code are written to the 
log file. 

■ DiscoverOnStartup   The value of this option determines 
whether the Discover Nodes dialog box is to be shown the next 
time EIM starts up and cannot connect to a name factory.  The 
allowable options are true and false.  The default is set to true. 

■ GeneralTimeOut   This option determines the time out value for 
any General Level (UI related as well) operation that is performed 
within EIM.  In particular, this value determines how long the 
Instance Manager will try to find a Name Factory before defaulting 
to manual mode.  If you routinely don’t connect to a name factory, 
you should set this value down.  The default value is 40 seconds.  
Note that all values entered here must be in MILLISECONDS.

■ NodeList  This is the list of nodes that will populate the Discover 
Nodes dialog box.  This is a list of HostNames separated by 
commas.  If you know which Nodes you want to manage, you can 
enter them in this parameter and not need to re-enter them on each 
use of EIM.  

■  SocketTimeOut   This parameter contains the time-out value 
for any Socket Level operation that is performed within EIM.  The 
Default value is 20 Seconds.  All values entered here must be in 
MILLISECONDS. 
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The following is a sample eim.properties file: 

#Wed Sep 22 11:00:41 EDT 1999

DebugToLogFile=false

SocketTimeOut=10000

NodeList=DATAWAREHOUSE.US.ORACLE.COM 

DiscoverOnStartup=true 

DebugLevel=VDBG 

GeneralTimeOut=40000

Creating Instances in Express Instances Manager

Background You can create additional instances in EIM by using the 
CREATE and CREATE LIKE tools.  The COPY tool allows the configuration of 
one instance of Express Server to be copied into another (already created) 
instance of Express Server.

 CREATE and CREATE LIKE are designed to require the minimum amount 
of additional configuration.  The identifiers (RoListenPortNumber on 
UNIX, and UUID on NT) are automatically incremented.  A new directory 
is created under $ORACLE_HOME/olap, using the service name; it contains 
the estemp, esextend and log directories that pertain to the new service.  All 
I/O paths are automatically set up.  When creating or copying from another 
host machine, EIM takes the configuration info, but adjusts all file I/O 
paths to the target host.  For CREATE only, the modules must be manually 
added into the configuration.

Potential Problems When using these features, be aware of the following 
potential problems:

■ When executing a CREATE LIKE or COPY from one host machine to 
another, the ServerDBPath under the I/O Management Parameter must 
be manually edited.

■ Sometimes when executing a CREATE command, the ROLES are 
inaccurate.  If the new instance of OES fails to start and the OES 
eventlog refers to a userid related error, retype the userids and 
passwords for all three ROLES.

■ Currently, executing multiple CREATE LIKEs or COPYs can fail

■ When executing a CREATE, CREATE LIKE or COPY, it is not necessary 
to logon to the target host; you will be asked for authentication at the 
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end of completing the related dialog box.  However, it is recommend 
that you log on to both the source and the target host (where 
applicable) first in order to minimize the possibility of any intermittent 
agent and/or network problems.  This practice also minimizes the 
possibility of user error.

■ Currently, multiple CREATE LIKEs are failing in EIM on Solaris.   In 
this case, logging on to both the source and the target hosts prior to 
execution circumvents the error.

■ Executing a COPY from an NT service to a UNIX service, or vice versa, 
is permitted.  We recommend double checking the configuration of the 
target instance.

■ On NT only, the EventLogPath under the I/O Management 
parameter is not configured for the default instance when OES is 
installed.  The Express Server selection under Logs defaults to the NT 
Event Viewer.  A CREATE LIKE or COPY modeled on the main service 
will also have the EventLogPath display the Event Viewer, if the main 
EventLogPath has not been changed.  However, the new NT services 
may have their EventLogPaths manually edited independent of the 
default instance.  Simply highlight EventLogPath, click on the Defaults 
button, answer YES to the dialog, and press Apply.

■ If you have Batch Manager installed, and you execute a CREATE LIKE 
using the default service as the model, the new instance may not start.  
The WakeUpSPLScript continuously runs a batch file that opens a 
database in the Write mode.  Two Express Services on the same host 
may not run this script concurrently.   Expand SessionManagement 
under Parameters and highlight InitialSessionManagement.  Delete the 
path in the Value field of the WakeUpSPLScript.

Express Administrator

Known Issues in Release 6.3

Exiting Administrator For Windows 95 and Windows 98 operating systems, 
exiting Express Administrator may result in an INVALID PAGE FAULT 
error.  This is a known bug with MS Visual Basic v4 (Microsoft bug 
Q184332).  There is no user work-around at this time.

Database ID Express Administrator uses database identifiers to make meta 
data unique when multiple databases are attached in the same Express 
session.  Database identifiers are defined when you define a new database.  
By default, the first two characters of a database name are used as the 
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database identifier.  For example, if a database is named BUDGET, its’ 
default database identifier is BU.

When Express Administrator generates meta data in the database, the name 
of the Express database object used to store the meta data may be prefixed 
with the database identifier.  For example, if an ORGANIZATION dimension 
were created in the BUDGET database, which has a database identifier of BU, 
the relation used to store the parentage relation would be named 
BUOR.PARENT (the prefix is a concatenation of the database identifier and 
the first two characters of the dimension).

If you create a different database, for example SALES, which also has an 
ORGANIZATION dimension, its meta data objects would have a prefix 
starting with SA (assuming you accept the default value for the database 
identifier).  The parent relation for the ORGANIZATION dimension would 
then be named SAOR.PARENT.

If two databases are named in such a way that the first two characters are 
the same, and the existing database is not attached at the time you create 
the new database, Express Administrator will reuse the same first two 
characters as the default value for the dimension identifier.  If this default is 
accepted, and both databases are attached at a later time, there can be 
object-naming conflicts between the databases.

Express Administrator does not offer a method to change the database 
identifier of a database.  Therefore, you should be very careful to avoid a 
situation where two databases share the same database identifier.

Hierarchy Editor Changes made in the Hierarchy Editor may not be 
reflected in the Selector if the hierarchy editor is not first closed before the 
Selector is opened. To avoid this situation, you should first close the 
hierarchy editor after making changes to a dimension and before bringing 
up the Selector.

While using the Hierarchy Editor, you may encounter problems with 
dragging and dropping a large number of values from the Available 
(left-hand) pane to the Hierarchy (right-hand) pane. If you encounter 
problems, use cut and paste to move values between the panes.

In the Hierarchy Editor, you will be unable to scroll beyond the visible 
items in the Hierarchy pane while dragging values from the Available 
(left-hand) pane. To work around this problem, select the item under which 
you will be dropping values in the Hierarchy pane first, then select and 
drag the values from the Available pane.

Database Wizard When loading a data file in the Database Wizard, you are 
given the option to set Advanced options for the data load. On the 
advanced options dialog, the 1-pass and 2-pass radio buttons are enabled, 
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though they should be disabled. If you select either of the buttons, the 
action will be ignored.

The Database Wizard is unable to generate a new database in a directory on 
a UNIX file system without write privileges. If you attempt to do so, you 
will receive a PERMISSION DENIED error, followed by a series of error 
messages. If you encounter this error, you must exit the Database Wizard, 
obtain write privileges to the directory and then re-run the Database 
Wizard.

Data Reader Interface When using the "Space Between Fields" option in 
series data, the number you specify refers to the number of spaces before the 
first character in the first field of series data. (The Space Between Fields 
option is at the bottom of the Variable Properties (Numeric) dialog box that 
appears after you map a variable to a field in the text file you are reading). 
Therefore, when specifying the starting column and width of a field, you 
must make sure the starting column number precedes the starting of the 
data by the number of spaces you specified, and that the width of the 
column includes the number of spaces you specified. If you do not account 
for these spaces, your data will be read incorrectly.

Spaces in Database Names If you have a database with a space in the name, 
such as “My Database”, then you will receive an error when opening the 
Selector for a dimension or variable in that database. You will not be 
allowed to create a database with a space in the name, nor will you be 
allowed to rename a database to have a space in the name, while using 
Oracle Express Administrator. You should not use your operating system to 
rename or create a database with a space in the name.

Scheduler The scheduler does not automatically update databases prior to 
running scheduled jobs. Be sure to use Express Administrator's File/Save 
command to update the database before submitting a job to the scheduler.

Missing Taskbar Icon When certain dialogs are open, you may not see the 
Oracle Express Administrator icon on the Windows Taskbar. To work 
around this problem, close open dialogs before ALT-Tabbing to another 
application.

File Formats If you are using Oracle Express Server on the same NT server 
as Express Administrator, then you should specify path names in the 4GL 
using the DOS file format to reference files that are local to the computer on 
which Express is running. For files that are remote to the Express Server 
computer, you can use either DOS or UNC format, unless the 
documentation explicitly states otherwise.
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However, be consistent; all references to a given file must be in the same 
format.

DOS file name format is as follows:

[d:] [\][path\] filename[.ext]

UNC file name format is as follows: 

\\host\share\[path\] filename[.ext]

Express Relational Access Manager

Relational Access Manager Meta Data Express Relational Access Manager 
creates meta data in the Express database that describes mapping to source 
data in the relational database and Relational Access Manager’s caching 
structures.    It is not intended that applications rely on or alter this meta 
data, since it can change without notice.  These data structures have 
changed significantly in Express Relational Access Manager 6.3.

ODBC Requirements If you use Oracle ODBC drivers to connect to an 
Oracle7 database using the Relational Access Administrator, version 2.5 (or 
later) of the Oracle ODBC driver is required. If you use Oracle ODBC 
drivers to connect to an Oracle8 database, version 8.0.4 (or later) or the 
Oracle ODBC driver is recommended.

Known Problems

Multiple Users Opening Relational Access Manager Projects

Relational Access Administrator will allow multiple users to open and edit 
the same Relational Access Manager project at the same time. Although 
Relational Access Administrator will allow users to do this, it should be 
avoided. If multiple users were to edit a Relational Access Manager project 
at the same time, the project could be corrupted.

Truncated SQL Statements SQL SELECT statements greater then 2,000 
characters might be truncated to 2,000 characters when the SELECT 
statement is saved to the RDBMS. The Relational Access Manager Query 
Statistics application will then display only the first 2,000 characters of a 
SELECT statement.

Renaming Dimensions The Relational Access Administrator will allow you 
to rename a dimension, however the new dimension name will not be 
reflected in the Express database when an existing data file is updated. The 
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new name will be reflected in the Express database only if the Express 
database is rebuilt as a new data file.

Printing Reports Relational Access Administrator allows you to print 
reports that contain information about a Relational Access Administrator 
project. It is possible to encounter one of several errors when attempting to 
print a report if changes have been made to the project before the project is 
saved. These problems are most common when changes have been made in 
the Data Model tab.
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